A DAY IN THE LIFE

The average
age of American
nurses is

ER NURSE

44.6
years.

43 % of nurses

grabbed something to
eat while responding to
call lights or other
patient needs.

7 out of 10

ER nurses have been
verbally/physically
assaulted while
working.

50% of
nurse’s shifts
exceed 10 hours,
and 40% exceed
12 hours.

85% of emergency
nurses experience at
least one symptom of
“compassion fatigue”
during the week.

30%

About
of
nurses in the U.S.
are Emergency
Nurses.

10.7

ER visits are
made per every
25 Americans.

13.3 %

Only
of visits to the
ER actually result
in hospital
admission

32 States

Hospital ERs with
more RNs per
admission had lower
mortality rates.

require continuing
education classes for
annual nurse
license renewal

Patient 1:

70 year-old Male

Chest Pains

DISCHARGED 12:05PM

Emergency nurses specialize in
rapid assessment and treatment
when every second counts,
particularly during the initial
phase of acute illness or trauma.
Emergency nurses must juggle
diverse tasks with efficiency,
professionalism, and above all —
caring.

Patient 2:

Mid-60 year-old Female

lifelong smoker with
respiratory distress
Patient 3:

42 year-old Female

(Mother of 2)
Potential Stroke
Patient 4:

8 year-old Female

Broken arm
(fell off monkey bars)

DISCHARGED 6:25PM
Patient 5:

51 year-old Male

Here is a 12 hour shift in
the day of an ER nurse.

Chest pain
(mowing grass)
Code STEMI
Patient 6:

85 year-old Female

Nursing home patient
with difﬁculty breathing
& abdominal pains
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There is no typical
day for a Nurse in the
ER. They are the front
door to healthcare. About
30% of nurses in the U.S. are
Emergency Nurses.
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When I was in nursing school, I knew, without a doubt that ER nursing was in
my future. I had worked in the EMS world for 12 years prior, so to me, it was a
natural stepping stone. I did everything I was supposed to do. I was at the top
of my class, active in my program, and turned in nothing but my very best
work. Emergency Nursing is everything nursing school doesn’t prepare you
for. Nursing school clinicals are a tightly controlled bubble, complete with
neatly organized notebooks, freshly starched and creased scrubs, and plenty
of time to think, rethink, and plan.
Emergency Rooms are “anything goes” as you could imagine, and probably
more than your mind can dream. Years later, I’m still taken by surprise at the
things and people who roll through our doors. There is no typical day in the
ER, in fact the only sure bet in ER nursing is that no two days will ever be the
same. It’s definitely chaos, but it’s what we are drawn to, and what we were
born to do.

5:00 AM

The day begins by packing a lunch – We
pilfer through our lunch bags throughout
the day. 50% of nurses’ shifts exceed 10
hours, and 40% exceed 12 hours.

Up and at ‘em. Early yes, but you’re headed into organized bedlam, so a few extra minutes
or a quiet cup of coffee are not only helpful, but required. On top of that, if I have any hope
of eating, I have to pack a lunch. We pilfer through our lunch bags for tiny bites throughout
the day instead of sitting down for lunch.
In the shower, I try to mentally prepare myself for the day with an internal, “I think I can”
speech that would give Tony Robbins a run for his money. Leaning back to wash my hair,
my back screams, reminding me of the patient I had to pull out the car in front of the ER
yesterday.

6:20 AM

The mind needs to be clear and focused –
keeping patients at the forefront versus
family or personal life. The average age
of American nurses is 44.6 years.

I’m out the door, and on my way. I say a tiny prayer that my teenage children muster the
internal fortitude to pull themselves out of bed and make it to bus on their own. I need to
have my mind on my patients, not on my family. More mental prep time. I never talk on the
phone on the way to work. NEVER. I listen to my music and get in the zone. I laugh a little,
because I wonder if accountants or teachers prepare in the same Rocky-style fashion.

Before the shift even starts, on-coming
staff is briefed on the status of the ER
and assigned patients. 42.8 ER visits are
made per every 100 Americans.

6:45 AM

The on-coming ER staff gathers in the same room. We talk about the status of the department. Are we holding admitted patients waiting on empty beds? Probably. Are we holding
psychiatric patients waiting to be accepted to behavioral health facilities? Definitely. We
hear about another form we are expected to complete and another time metric for our
chest pain patients, and we all just look at each other and go back to whatever breakfast
we managed to scrounge up. It feels like it’s always one more thing. That’s not unique to
ER nursing. The whole hospital has been hearing about HCAHPS surveys and how they
affect our reimbursement. Just let me out of this room so I can take care of my patients.

7:00 AM

Now begins the juggling of patient needs,
questions and the unexpected - Studies have
shown that 7 out of 10 ER nurses report having
been verbally or physically assaulted during a shift.

We disperse, and head out to our assignments. I can tell a lot about the impending crazy by
looking directly into the eyes of the night shift nurse. I know if they are happy to see me
coming, I need to brace myself. Most of the time, I never look into their eyes. It’s like
feeding a gremlin after midnight. They spend their entire life working against the grain and
denying their bodies of the most primal of needs: sleep. They have lives, and families, and
other jobs for which they must remain conscious during the day, and I just don’t know how
they survive. Mad, mad props.
I’m assigned to “Major” which means I have three patients versus four, but they are the
sickest usually. Today, it’s a 70-something chest pain, a lifelong smoker with respiratory
distress, and an empty room. The patients are usually the coolest of the bunch. It’s the
families that either make or break your day. There is blood to draw on both of them,
antibiotics to hang for the respiratory distress patient, and plenty of charting to do.

Top 10 Reasons
Americans Visit The
Emergency Room

9:00 AM
All types of conditions
enter through the ER.
Patients - as well as
their family members require constant
monitoring and
attention .

Abdominal pain (4.9%)
Chest pain (4.1%)
Contusion with intact skin
surface (3.7%)
Acute upper
respiratory infections,
excluding pharyngitis
(3.2%)

I’m waiting on my third patient, a
potential stroke victim, or what we call a
“Code Stroke.” I ready my supplies.
Notify the right people. We have done
these things over and over. We go
through the motions. I know it seems
callous, but it’s how we survive.

Spinal disorders (3%)
Open wound,
excluding head (2.7%)

My stroke patient has arrived, tick tick
tick. IV started, blood drawn, and off to
CT within the 15 minute stoke
guidelines. In my head, I repeat over
and over, “Time is brain.” (The phrase
“time is brain” emphasizes that human
nervous tissue is rapidly lost as stroke
progresses)

Cellulitis and abscess
(2.6%)
Fractures, excluding lower
limb (2.1%)
Urinary tract infection, site
not specified (1.9%)

I used to think I did this to keep myself
on task, but as the years have passed,
I’ve realized that it keeps me focused on
the problem, not that my 42 year old
female patient, mother of two, is
having a stroke, because of her birth
control pills and an undiagnosed
clotting problem.

Sprains and strains,
excluding ankle and back
(1.8%)
SOURCE: How Big Data Helped Cut Emergency Room
Visits By 10 Percent, Business Week March 25, 2014

9:50 AM

Life and death decisions/responsiblities lay in the
hands of ER nurses. Balancing the workload of
patients and focus is key. A recent study showed
that hospitals with more RNs per admission had
lower mortality rates.

She’s back from CT. There is no frank bleeding in her brain, and from her symptoms, our
physicians have determined she is indeed suffering from an embolic stroke. Call the
pharmacy… “Mix tPA. I have a Code Stroke.” Tick tick tick. We have 60 minutes to
administer tPA, tissue plasminogen activator, or what people sometimes refer to as a
“Clot Buster.” It’s as dangerous to receive it as it is to withhold it. There is a very real, very
dangerous side effect of spontaneous bleeding after getting tPA, but when you have a 42
year old mom with severe stroke-related deficits, it goes without saying that you have to try
everything. I haven’t been able to check on my chest pain or respiratory distress patients in
a while.

The quiet patients are the ones to watch
extra carefully – but all the patients are
under a watchful eye. Only 13.3% of visits
to the ER result in hospital admission.

10:35 AM

Her husband is terrified out of his mind. There is no making him feel better right now,
because if we know anything as ER nurses, we know we never promise. We don’t promise
you will feel better. We don’t promise you will live. We don’t even promise you when the
doctor will be in to see you. Life is unpredictable at best, and we are not in the business of
empty promises. I can’t make him stop crying, but I try my best to comfort him. I offer coffee
and to call family. He declines both, so I just listen. In the meantime, my chest pain patient
has rung the call bell no less than 1100 times. Ok, so maybe I’m exaggerating, but when I
leave this family to poke my head in Mr. Call Bell’s room and hear that he would like a
sandwich, I’m a little less than impressed.
Here’s the thing… I never worry about the patients who scream, whine, and lay on the call
bell. The more you fight me over the tiny things like warm blankets, ham sandwiches, and
the fact that your remote control doesn’t work, the more I know, you’re gonna make it, big
fella. It’s the patients who are quiet, withdrawn, restless, or don’t seem right that make my
hair stand up.

Typcial Tasks
of an ER Nurse:
Stabilize patients
experiencing
trauma
Minimize pain
Quickly uncover
medical
conditions
Teach patients
about injury
prevention

11:00 AM
Caring for patients takes many
forms. From IVs and bloodwork,
to drawing out answers and
comforting love-ones, the tasks
are endless.
My stroke patient is relatively stable and awaiting
transport to a Neuro ICU bed. Mr. Call Bell has a
full belly and is about to get his walking papers.
His heart is fine. My respiratory distress patient
has started to crash, and his plain oxygen supplementation isn’t working anymore. A bi-pap, it is.

Her heartrate is elevated, blood pressure is trending downward, and I’m starting to get pretty
concerned. The problem is, she’s smoked for the better part of 50 years at this point. What
started as a casual smoke with her girlfriends after school became an addiction that’s
wrecked her body. Again, I go through the motions. I don’t think about my own addiction to
smoking. I rationalize it all away. I don’t identify, because if I did, my career would eat away
at me. More oxygen, more bloodwork, more medications.
We are doing everything possible, but her lungs are just done. We can’t fix a lifetime of
abuse. My ER physician is at the bedside with the patient and her family. “I need you to
understand that she is very sick. We are doing everything we can to make her better, but I
cannot guarantee it will work. I need to ask you some hard questions. Should her heart stop
beating or she stop breathing, what would you like us to do?” I stand beside my physician
as a witness to this conversation. I try harder to separate myself as I look into a family of
faces with wet eyes. Just like so many families, they unanimously respond with, “Please do
everything you can” and that is exactly what we will do. As a nurse, I understand that should
this happen when a patient is actually in a hospital, the chances for survival are good, but
are we really doing anything? For this patient, she returns to broken body and lungs, in the
same shape she started. It’s a moral and ethical dilemma that never has a right answer.

12:00 PM

Discharging a patient is relief – only temporary,
because there is always another right behind him.
85% of emergency nurses reported that they had
experienced at least one symptom of “compassion
fatigue” during the previous week

My stroke patient is off to Neuro ICU. My chest pain patient is off to freedom, and my respiratory distress patient is leveling out, thankfully. My coffee from this morning is ice cold
and still illegally hiding behind my computer. We aren’t allowed to eat or drink on the floor,
and ironically, we can’t seem to make it off the floor to eat or drink, so we’re rule breakers.
I check in with my kids via text, again totally illegal, to find out that everyone made it to
school on time. There is charting to do. I help my coworkers out with a few tasks and
gather myself together. For a brief moment, I think about my stroke patient. She’s my age.
A second passes, and I just push it out of my mind. There is no time for that.

In the ER, it is always
someone’s worst day –
otherwise they would not
need to be there. Nurses
are on the frontlines of
that trauma – no matter
the age or condition of the
patient. Infants younger
than 1 year and adults
aged 85 years and older
had the highest rate of ER
visits in 2011, but the older
adults were far more likely
to be admitted to the
same hospital.

1:30 PM
to

3:00 PM

I’m getting an 8 year old patient with a
possible broken arm. Monkey bars. Man, I
hate monkey bars and trampolines. Do you
know what I hate more than monkey bars
and trampolines? Parents. I adore my
pediatric patients. They are fun, easy to
please, and easy to comfort. They pretty
much go with the flow. Their parents, on
the other hand, not so much. I get it. It’s
scary, and it’s their child, but they must
understand that if they bring them to the
ER for us to care for them, that’s exactly
what we are going to do. Sometimes, those
things hurt or are scary, but we get through
them. Lying across your child’s body and
screaming at me are not the most productive method of getting it done, I must say.
My broken arm is sporting her happy
giraffe hospital gown, has swollen eyes,
and the sniffles. Her mother is understandably wearing a hole in the tile on the floor
and carrying a baby on her hip. Mom is
being very accepting and open to me and
our team. She rocks in the ER book, and
she doesn’t even know it. Her daughter’s
arm is bad. I know it’s broken without a
doubt. She needs an IV, and we are all
going to need some kind of nerve medication to get through this together. I’m lucky
and get it right in.
More tears from my patient, her mom, and
oddly enough, the baby who is a smidge
mad that no one is making her laugh at the
moment. While all this has been going on, I
receive word that my respiratory patient
has a room, and I write out a quick report
sheet and send it up the floor. She’s doing
as well as can be expected. The oddest and
the best thing about ER nursing is that I
pop from one population to the next.
Babies to Geriatrics and back in seconds.

4:30 PM

Lunch is a luxury – it is hard
to pull yourself from
patients for a 30 minute
lunch. On 10% of the shifts,
nurses reported no
opportunity to sit down or
eat a meal; on 43% of the
shifts, nurses grabbed
something to eat while
responding to call lights or
other patient needs.

My respiratory patient is on her way
upstairs, my broken arm has just
returned from x-ray while we await the
results that I already know, and I realize
that I haven’t been able to pee since I got
up at 5am. Yeah, not the most appealing
of topics, but when it’s denied, it suddenly stays in the forefront. I’m not alone
in this. Most of my coworkers haven’t
either, and the salad they brought for
lunch has wilted in the corner, because
who has time to eat? I hear that I’m getting a chest pain patient, and that this
time, it looks like the real thing. “Code
STEMI” is loudly shouted on the overhead speaker. Tick tick tick.
A 50-ish, relatively healthy man was
mowing his grass when he got short of
breath and felt a tightening in his chest.
He’s sweaty, short of breath, and pale.
He’s quiet. Remember what I said about
my quiet rule earlier? Most of the department swarms in to help. Time is muscle.
We move together like a well oiled
machine. We don’t even have to say
much to each other. We just get it done,
because that’s what we do. I’m so proud
of that. Unless you do it, you can’t even
really explain it. Off with his clothes,
oxygen, IV, blood work, Aspirin, Nitroglycerine, Heparin, etc. Tick tick tick.
The cath lab is waiting on us to prepare
the patient. We’ve explained as much as
we could to the patient about what’s
going on, while working as quickly and
efficiently as possible. He’s in our department for 16 minutes. I don’t know if
anyone remembered to hold his hand or
stroke his arm, but he will live, because
we did what we are trained to do.

More time is taken prepping for procedures than the
actual time of the procedures. That is the key to a
successful procedure. 32 States require continuing
education class for annual nurse license renewal - to
help them stay on top of the newest procedures.

My little broken arm patient is getting restless. The excitement has worn off, and she has
better things to do. Unfortunately for her, her fracture is displaced and must be set. This
means she has to go to sleep. Yet another service we offer in the ER. We wait for the
orthopedic doctor on call, call radiology for equipment, and prepare her mother to sit out
in the waiting room for what will seem like a year while we put her child to sleep. Sounds
super! By the way, I’m starving at this point, and there hasn’t been a restroom stop yet. I
can’t stand still at this point, because if my brain has even a second to think about the size
of my bladder, my day is going to be a lot worse.
Doctor Ortho arrives, Mom tearfully kisses her little one goodbye, and we take less than
three minutes to get her bones back into alignment. Yes, at least an hour of prep for just a
few minutes work. Life has a way about things like that. We’ve given this child a drug
called Ketamine to sedate her. On the streets, it’s known as “Special K.” In the ER, it
makes your kid look like a wide eyed zombie who laughs like she got a hold of a highschool spliff. It’s good times for all. They don’t feel or remember a thing, and they are on
their merry way home after about an hour of recovery.

Patients come into the ER
at all times of the day.
Patients who got to the
emergency room during
regular workday hours
had an average time to
treatment of 56 minutes
compared with 72 minutes
for patients who arrived
during those other times.

The back is aching, and the tummy is growling,
but nobody cares, because FREEDOM is just an
HOUR away. My sweet little patient is nearly back
to brand new and will be on her way home to
dinner very shortly. I’ve had another room filled
with a difficulty breathing patient from a nursing
home.
More bloodwork, more fluids, more medications,
more tests. Lather, rinse, repeat. Down the hall, I
hear a behavioral health patient screaming and
banging his head into the wall. I think to myself
that I’m completely amazed at what my “normal”
has evolved into. A human being screaming like a
banshee has not a lot of effect on me. Weird how
that happens.

Around the corner, I see the night
shift coming out from preshift,
looking like a bunch of angels.
I’m so happy to see them,
because I know it’s time. I’ve been
sprung! I give my report, clock out,
and head home to be just a normal wife, mom, and
sane person. I try not to think about my job once I
walk out the door, but I’ve been dreaming for years
about patients being in my living room that I needed
to go see. You don’t get it out of you. It’s like the smell
of a cigar. It’s always there. Always lingering.

7:00 PM

There is nothing more
exciting for a nurse
then seeing the next
shift arrive. While a
nurse may leave the
ER – the ER never
leaves the nurse.
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“When I think about all the patients
and their loved ones that I have
worked with over the years, I know
most of them don’t remember me nor I
them. But I do know that I gave a little
piece of myself to each of them and
they to me and those threads make up
the beautiful tapestry in my mind that
is my career in nursing.”
~Donna Wilk Cardillo,
A Daybook for Beginning Nurses

